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SOME INTEGRABLE SUBALGEBRAS OF THE LIE ALGEBRAS
OF INFINITE DIMENSIONAL LIE GROUPS

J. LESLIE

Abstract. This paper gives a proof of Lie's second fundamental theorem in

the context of infinite dimensional Lie groups; that is, we define a class of Lie

subalgebras of the Lie algebra of a large class of infinite dimensional Lie groups,

say G, which can be realized as the Lie algebras of Lie subgroups of G .

Introductions

In October 1982, Milnor in a letter asked whether a form of Lie's second

fundamental theorem was true in the context of infinite dimensional Lie groups.

In this paper we address that question. Most of the results we prove here were
announced in [12].

In an unpublished paper [14] of Milnor he defines a Lie group as a topological

group with a compatible manifold structure which is locally diffeomorphic to

a complete locally convex topological vector space so that multiplication and
inversion define smooth functions.

In this context, he asks given a Lie group G and its Lie algebra &, does

every closed Lie subalgebra & correspond to an immersed Lie subgroup.

Example. Let Z2 be the two-dimensional torus with coordinates x and y

modulo Z, and let A be the Lie algebra of all C°° vector fields v(x, y) =

f(x, y)d/dx + g(x, y)d/dy where g(x, y) is identically 0 throughout the

strip 0 < x < 1/2. Omori [16] has shown that A is not the Lie algebra of any
immersed subgroup of Diff°°(Z2).

Though the above example shows that the answer to Milnor's question is

negative in general, we, in this paper with Theorem 4.1, give conditions on a

Lie subalgebra ^ of &, & being the Lie algebra of a Lie group G, so that

%? is integrable in the sense that ¡ft* corresponds to an immersed Lie subgroup
of G.

The proofs of the classical finite dimenisonal version of Lie's second theo-

rem that I know depend analytically on the Frobenius theorem which in turn

depends on the existence and uniqueness theorem for differential equations. A

second tool in the classical proof of Lie's second theorem is the inverse function

theorem. These theorems are true in Banach spaces and we can in fact prove
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versions of Lie's second theorem for Banach Lie groups. Unfortunately, many

important infinite dimensional Lie groups are not Banachable. We have found

that many important examples have some essential things in common which

allows us to develop a theory in which the appropriate versions of an existence

and uniqueness theorem and an implicit function theorem can be proved so that

a version of Lie's second theorem is valid and so that the following examples

satisfy the hypotheses of our theorem.

Example 1. Banach Lie groups.

Example 2. M a compact C°° manifold without boundary, Diff°°(yVi) (see

[10]).

Example 3. Given any Lie group G, satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1

and compact C°° manifold M, then the group C°°(M, G) with the C°°
topology and pointwise multiplication satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.

Example 4. Let Vx be a finite dimensional real or complex vector space, and let

V — Vx © V2 @ ■ ■ • be the free Lie algebra generated by Vx. V = Y[iVi is a Lie
group where the product is given by the Campbell-Hausdorff product operation

[v,w]     ([v, [v, w] - [w, [w, v]])
VW = V + W + + U -1—r±-—-—^-.

An example of importance for representation theory follows:

Example 5. Let G and H be Lie groups satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem

5.1 with & and ^ their Lie algebras, and suppose <P: & —* %? is a contin-

uous homomorphism of Lie algebras, then graph (<P) C-^xfl? satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 over G xH.

The class of complete Hausdorff locally convex topological vector spaces with

which we deal principally in this paper is the class of bornological spaces. In § 1,
we define this class of spaces, give examples, and prove a version of the closed

graph theorem.

In §2, we discuss the calculus in the context of bornological spaces; in par-

ticular, we discuss Gateaux differentiability and Silva differentiability, the rela-

tionship between them, and prove a version of the implicit function theorem.

In §3, we discuss differential equations in bornological spaces, prove an exis-

tence and uniqueness theorem, and derive a version of the Frobenius theorem.

In §4, we define infinite dimensional Lie groups and their Lie algebras.

Finally, in §4 we prove our version of Lie's second theorem in the above

described context.

1. Bornological spaces

Throughout this paper we shall suppose that all topological vector spaces

are Hausdorff, locally convex topological vector spaces over the real number R

unless we explicitly state otherwise.

Let us recall that a subset A of a real vector space E is said to absorb a
subset B Ç E when there exists X > 0 so that B C XA ; and, let us recall that a

subset D C E is called a disk when D is convex and \X\ < 1 implies XD ç D.
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Definition 1.1. A bornological vector space is a locally convex Hausdorff topo-

logical vector space in which any disk which absorbs every bounded set is a
neighborhood of the origin.

Before proceeding we shall recall the construction of the locally convex induc-

tive limit, lim ,£/£■,, of a collection of locally convex topological vector indexed

by a directed set, {/, <}, where i < j implies the existence of a continuous

linear transformation g,-7-: E¡ —> Ej so that £jk'£ij = Eik when i < j < k. Alge-

braically, lim ¡Ei = J2i€l Ei/e, where e is the subspace generated by a-£,-_,• (a),

a £ Ej, i £ I. Topologically, we take the strongest locally convex topology on

lim ¡Ej so that the canonical maps Ej -> Yl¡e¡ E¡ —* Zl/e/ E\/z are continuous,

Je I.
It is immediate that

Proposition 1.1. The locally convex inductive limit of bornological spaces is borno-

logical.

See [3, EVT III. 12, Proposition 2] for a proof of

Proposition 1.2. A metrisable locally convex topological vector space E is borno-

logical.

Example 1.1. Banach spaces are bornological.

Example 1.2. Let M be a compact C°° manifold and 2S°°(M) the C°° vector

fields on M with the C°° topology (see [10]). 3S°°(M) is bornological.

Example 1.3. Let M be a compact real analytic manifold and 2W(M) the
Cw vector fields on M with the Cw topology (see [11]), then 2W(M) is

bornological; indeed, SW(M) is the locally convex inductive limit of Banach

spaces.

Example 1.4. Let gl(n, R) be the vector space of all nxn matrices over the

real numbers R, embed gl(n, R) into gl(n + 1, R) by

Vo ■•• o/

then gl(oo, R) = lim gl(n, R) with the inductive limit topology is bornologi-

cal.

Definition 1.2. Let F be a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space.

A grid on F is a family e of disks of F : e„^,^„k with k, nx, ... , nk > 0
positive integers satisfying

(1) F = \Xx=xenx, en¡.„k_t =U£=i <?»..nk for all zc;

(2) for every sequence of integers nk , there exists a sequence vk of posi-

tive reals so that, for fk £ enit_t„k and pk £ [0, vk], the series YX=xPkfk
converges in F ;

(3) E*Laj,/**./* e <?„,.%;
(4) For every pair of sequences {ôk > 0; (ni,..., nk) k-tuple of positive

integers}, C\T=i <>ken.nk is bounded in F.
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Proposition 1.3. A Fréchet space F admits a grid.

Proposition 1.4. Let Fn be a sequence of bornological spaces with grids so that

there exists a continuous injection i"+l : F„ —> Fn+X. Then lim„Z„ is a borno-

logical space with a grid.

See [8, p. 57] for proofs of Propositions 1.3 and 1.4.
Now we are in position to state a closed graph theorem which applies to both

of these important examples.

Theorem 1.1. Let E be a complete bornological space and suppose that there

exists a grid on F. A linear map u: E —> F is continuous if and only if the

graph of u ç E x F is closed.

Let us recall that a subset 5" of a topological space X is called thin when there

exists a countable collection of nowhere dense subsets yV„ so that S -\JnNn .

We shall need the following:

Lemma 1.1. Let E be a Banach space and e = {enx ,...,nk) a grid on a bornolog-

ical space F. Suppose that the graph of a linear map u: E -> F is closed in

Ex F . Then there exists a sequence of positive integers nx, ... , nk, ... so that

the u~l(e„Um>„k) are not thin and

u-x(eni,...,„k)ç (1 +2e)u~x(eni.„J

for any e > 0.

Note that this lemma implies that u~l(e„ly...>BJ is a neighborhood of the

origin in E ; indeed, if A is a disk with a nonempty interior, then kA c interior

of A when |A:| < 1.

Proof of lemma. Now as F = (Jn en , we have E = (jnu~x(e„), so that there ex-

ists nx so that u~x(e„A is not thin by the Baire theorem. Given that u~x(e„x) =

\Jm u~x(e„ltm), we have the existence of n2 so that u~x(ent<„2) is not thin; mu-

tatis mutandis, we construct a sequence nx, ... ,nk so that u~x(en¡>,..>nJ is

not thin. Given e > 0, choose 0 < vk < 1 in condition (2) of the definition of

a grid so that

(1) ^vk<z.

Set Ak = vku~x(en.„J  and let ak £ Ak be in the interior of Ak ; now,

suppose

(2) 0<pk<\/k

so that

(3) ak + pkB ç Ak

where B ç E is the unit ball.

Let x € v~xAk = u~l(e„t.„J, choosey £ v~x Ak so that (x-yk) £ pk+xB

so that by (3) above x - yk + ak+x £ Ak+X . Choose yk+x £ Ak+X so that

x-yk+ak+x -yk+x £ pk+2B .
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By iteration, for every yV there exists a finite sequence yk+¡ £ Ak+¡, 0 < I <

N, so that
N N

(4) x-^yk+i+ Y^,ak+i £ Pn+\B.
1=0 1=1

Now set zm = u(ym) and bm = u(am), m > k , we have zm £ z/me„, ,...,„,„ ;

bm G vmenx,...,nm , for m > k + 1. By condition (2) in the definition of a grid,

Y^¡lk zi ano^ 2^h=k bi converge in F . By (3) in the definition of a grid and the

choice of vk so that Y^ vk < e we have that
oo oo

s£Jzl = zk+ ^2 z,€enij..,tnk+eenu...ink = (l+e)e„it.

l=k l=k+\

we also have

and thus

J2   bl^eenx,...,nk
l=k+\

l=k l=k

Now, the image of (4) above under zz converges to

,"k-

u(x) - y = u

N N \ \

¿2yk+i + ¿Zak+i)   =u(0) = o
1=0 1=1 I   '

since the graph of zz is closed in E x F .   Q.E.D.

Before turning to the proof of Theorem 1.1, let us for the sake of succinctness

make

Definition 1.3. Let E be a complete bornological vector space and B ç E a

closed bounded disk, EB = UA>0 XB will designate the Banach space with the
B gauge norm, ||a||fi = inf^oJA: a £ XB} .

Proof of Theorem 1.1. If the linear map u: E —> F is continuous, general

considerations on continuous maps from one Hausdorff space to another imply

that the graph of u c ExF is closed. Suppose the graph of u ç E x F is closed.

As E is a bornological space, it suffices to show that given any absorbent disk
D in F, that u~x(D) is absorbent in E; or, equivalently, given any closed

bounded set B ç E that u(B) ç F is bounded. So let B be a closed bounded
disk, let EB = (Ja>o ̂  De t^ie Banach space with the 5-gauge norm topology,

and let uB = u\EB . Note that the graph of uB — graph of un(BxF) is closed

in B x F so that Lemma 1.1 applies and UgX(enit„^„k) is a neighborhood of

the origin in EB . Thus there exists ôk > 0 so that

B Qôku~Bx(enx,...,„,) = UgX(ôke„lt...t„k),

so that u(B) ç f]kôkeni.„k which by (4) in the definition of a grid implies
that u(B) is bounded.   Q.E.D.

2. Calculus in Bornological Spaces

In this paper we shall use a notion of differentiability akin to Gateaux differ-

entiation.
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Definition 2.1. Let E and F be Hausdorff, locally convex topological vector

spaces, U ç E open. We say that /:[/—► Z is C" when there exists k-
multilinear symmetric continuous functions Dkf(x): E x • • • x E —> F , 1 <

k < n, x £ U, so that each

Dkf: UxEx-xE^F

is continuous and each

Fk(v) = f(x + v)- f(x) - Df(x)(v) ■ ■ ■ Z±Dkf(x)(v ,...,v),        l<k<n,

satisfies the property that

Fk(tv)/tk,    t¿0,
Gk(t, v)

1 0, t = 0,

is continuous at (0,v).

This notion of differentiability satisfies the classical theorems of the calculus

chain rule, Taylor's theorem with Lagrangian remainder when F is complete,

etc. (see [13]).

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that E and F are complete Hausdorff bornological

vector spaces, U ç E open. A continuous map f:U^F is C"+x if and only

if
D"f: U x Ex-xE -> F

-v-'

n-times

is Cx ; further,

Dn+Xf(x ; ax, ... , an+x) = d(D"f)/dx(x ; ax, ... , an; an+x).

The proof of this proposition uses standard techniques; namely, the finite
dimensional version of this proposition, the Hahn-Banach theorem, and the

observation that

P [D"+Xf(x + ptß;ax,...,an;ß)- Dn+Xf(x ; a,, ... , an , ß)]dp
lo

is continuous in (t, ß) at (0, ß) and equal to 0 at (0, ß).

Now we turn to the implicit function theorem. In the course of this paper

we shall find useful the following concept.

Definition 2.2. Let E be a bornological space and U ç E a neighborhood

of the origin. A [/-system of generators, ¿% , of the bounded sets of E is a

collection of closed bounded disks of E contained in U so that

(i) A,B£& implies C £ & so that A U B ç C ;
(ii) given any bounded subset C ç E there exists ieJ1 and X > 0 so that

XCCB.

Theorem 2.1. Let E and F be sequentially complete bornological spaces, sup-

pose that U ç E, V ç F are open neighborhoods of the origin, that f: U x V —>

F is a C2 function so that f(0, 0) = 0 and that df/dy(0, 0) : F -► F is an
isomorphism. Let ¿% be a U-system of generators of the bounded sets of E.

Now suppose that there exists 0 < X0 < 1 so that for each B £ 3§ there exists

a sequence of closed bounded disks Cq, ..., Cn,... contained in V satisfying

fJo
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(1) f(XB, 0) ç Xdf/dy(0, 0)C0 when X<X0;
(2) Xo(C0 + • ■ ■ + C„) Ç \/2V for all n ;
(3) x £ XqB and y £ X0(C0 -\-h C„) imply

(df/dy(x,y) - df/dy(0, 0))(Cn) ç df/dy(0, 0)(Cn+x);

(4) there exists a closed bounded disk DC \/2V so that C„ ç D for all n
and Fn = Y^Ln Cq converges to 0 in FD - \\X>()XD (see Definition 1.3). Then

there exists an open neighborhood C/0 c U of the origin and a mapping u : Co -*

F so that u(0) = 0, f(x, u(x)) = 0, and u'(0) =-fy(0, 0)~x ofx(0,0).

Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose fy(0,0) = identity.

Set g(x, y) = y - f(x, y) so that g(x, y) = y if and only if f(x,y) = 0.
Note

(*)       g(x, y) - g(x, y2) = yi-y2-f(x,yx) + f(x, y2) = A(x, yx, y2)

where A(x, yx, y2) is defined by (*). We have that

A(x, yi, y2) e convex hull of        (J       {fy(x, y)(y2 -yx)-(y2- yx)}.

y=y\+t{yi-yx)
ze[0,i]

Now set u0(x) = 0, x £ X0B and set zzi(x) = ^(x, u0(x)) = -f(x, 0) so that

ux(X0B) ç X0Co . Setting zz2(x) = g(x, ux(x)) we get

u2(x) - ux(x) = g(x, ux(x)) - g(x, Uo(x)) = A(x,ux(x), uo(x)).

Now ux(x)-Uo(x) = ux(x) £ XqCq therefore u2(x)-ux(x) £ XqCx . By iteration

setting ui+x(x) = ^(x, u¡(x)) we have ui+x(x) - u¡(x) £ X0Ci+x. Since the

Y^=n Q converge to zero we may define u(x) - lim„ u„(x), x £ X0B. As g

is continuous we have u(x) = g(x, u(x)) so that f(x, u(x)) - 0.

Set W — \JBe^ XqB , W is a disk which absorbs every bounded subset of

E ; thus, W contains an open neighborhood, say Co , of the origin, zz : Co —► V

satisfies f(x, u(x)) = 0 for x e Co .
It remains to show that u(x) is differentiable at 0 with

u'(0) = -fy(0,u(0))-xofx(0,u(0)).

Now

where

and

fx(0, 0)h + fy(0, 0)u(h) = Sx(h) + S2(h)

Si(h) = -[f(h, u(h)) - f(h ,0)-fy(0, 0)u(h)]

S2(h) = -[/(A, 0) - f(0, 0) - fx(0, 0)h].
By definition lim,_o^2(^)/i = 0.

Consider Sx(th)/t; for h £ XB, X < X0, u(h) £ A^0C„ = XK which is
bounded in FD so by Taylor's theorem

lim5i(ízz)/Z = -lim / [fy(th , 8(u(th))) - fy(0,0)]u(th)dd/t
i—0 t—0 Jo

\l   Í fyx(ath,odu(th))(th,u(th))dodd= -lim
1^0

+  í   f 8fyy(oth,o6u(th))(u(th),u(th))dod0
Jo Jo

f = 0.
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This uses that fyx: U x V x E x F —> F and fyy: U x V x F x F are continu-

ous.   Q.E.D.

As a consequence of the implicit function theorem, we can prove a version

of the inverse function theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let E be a sequentially complete bornological space and let W ç

E be a convex open neighborhood of 0 £ E and f:W^E a C°° function

so that f'(0): E —» E is an isomorphism (i.e., a bijective bicontinuous linear

map). Suppose in addition that for each a £ W, 0 < Xa < 1/2, there exists

a W-system, 38a , of generators of the bounded sets in E so that fieJ¡, and

h£B implies (f'(a + h) - f'(a))(B) ç Xaf'(a)(B) for all B£&a. Then there
exists an open neighborhood of 0 £ E Co ç W so that (/|Co): Co —> E is a

C°° diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of f(0).

Proof. There is no loss of generality in supposing /'(0) : E —* E is the identity

and f(0) = 0. Now choose 0 < Ao < 1/2 so that the hypotheses are satisfied.

C = Use^b ^°^ *s s0 tnat x £ U implies f'(x) is an isomorphism of E since

it is clearly an isomorphism of each EB where x £ B .

As (f'(x) - f'(0))B C X0B for all B , and 0 < X0 < 1, it is not difficult to
see

(*) (/'(*)"' - f'(0)-x)(B) C -\b ,    for x € B.
l - Ào

Now set G(x, y) - f(y) - x ; setting Cn = 1/2XqB we have the hypotheses

of Theorem 2.1 satisfied so that there exists a neighborhood Co ç C of 0

and a C1 mapping g: Co -» E so that g(0) = 0, f(g(x)) = x, x £ C0,
and g'(0) = identity: E —► E. g is C1 since the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1

for (0, 0) are satisfied for (xo, g(xo)) f°r each xo £ Co. To carry out the

argument of Theorem 2.1 at (xo, g(xo)) one simply translates (xo, g(xo)) to
(0,0). There zz'(0) = -fy(0, 0)-lofx(0, 0) becomes zz'(x0) = -/j,(x0, zz(x0))o

fx(xo, zz(xo)). (*) above shows that by choosing Xo sufficiently small g(x)

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 and thus f(x) is a local diffeomorphism.

3. Differential equations in bornological spaces

Now we shall turn to the proof of a version of a Frobenius theorem in the

context of bornological spaces. We begin by proving an existence and unique-

ness theorem for a C1 differential equation defined on a sequentially complete

bornological space (see Definition 2.3); we then study the dependence of solu-

tions on parameters and initial conditions in the C2 case which we use following

the analogy with the classical theory to prove the Frobenius theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let E be a sequentially complete bornological space, I an open

interval, and U ç E a convex open subset. Suppose f: I x U -> E is a C1

map so that given xo £ U, to £ I there exists a neighborhood W ç E of

the origin so that for any closed bounded disk B ç W we have ô > 0 with

(to - Ô, to + S) ç / and a sequence of bounded disks B„ with B = Bx satisfying

the following hypotheses:
(a) t £ (t0 - S, to + S) implies f(t, x0) £ Bx ;

(b) t £ (to - ô, to + S) and x£Xo + (ô/V.)Bx + ■■■ + (ô"/n\)Bn imply

df/dx(t,x)BnCBn+x;
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(c) there exists a bounded disk D so that ¿Zn=i(ô"fn\)B„ ç D for all N > 0
with Xo + 2D ç C and so that F„ ~ Y,q>n(Sq/q\)Bq converges to 0 in ED —

\\x>oXD (seeDefinition 1.3).
Then there exists a unique solution t —> tp(t) defined on (îq-ô , to + ô) whose

image is contained in xo + (Y.n($nln^)Bn) with <p(t0) = xo and

(*) dtp(t)/dt = f(t,tp(t)),

where "" " stands for the closure of the convex hull.

Proof. As in the classical case, set x0(t) = Xo and

x„(t) = x0+     f(u,xn-x(u))du,       n>l.
Jt0

From (a) it follows that Xi(i) £ Xo + (t - to)Bx . We have

x2(t)-xx(t)= / (f(u,xx(u))-f(u,xo))du
Jt0

and

f(u,xx(u))-f(u,x0(u))

e   [J   iy^(u,exo + (\-6)xx(u))'(u-to)Bxç(u-to)B2\,

so that x2(t) - xx(t) £ ((t - to)2/2\)B2 . By iteration using (b) we obtain

Xn(t)-xn-X(t)£^-^Bn;

therefore,

x„(t) £x0 + (t- t0)Bx + ■■■ + ^—^-Bn.
ZÎ!

Now, in view of (c), there exists a bounded disk D so that x„(t) is a Cauchy

sequence in ED which converges uniformly in Ed to a continuous function of

t, tp(t). As in the classical case we may conclude tp(t) = xo + // f(u, tp(u)) du

which implies tp'(t) = f(t, tp(t)) ; by construction tp(to) = xo .

Now suppose we have a second solution to (*) y/(t) so that ^(io) = -Xo ■
Given any neighborhood of the origin V in E there exists a ô > ôx > 0
and a convex compact subset B of E containing 0 contained in V so that

tp([to~ôx,to + ôx]) and y/([to-ôx,to + ôi]) is contained in xq + SB. We have

-W(t)= / [f(u, tp(u)) - f(u, y/(u))]du.
Jto

(1)

Noting that

f(u,tp(u))-f(u,y/(u))£    \J    \—(u,x)(tp(u)-y/(u))\
xexo+âB *- '

we obtain from (1) that tp(t) - y/(t) £ 2(t - t0)Bx ; now we use (a) and an

iterative argument to obtain

(2) 9(t)-yf(t)e2£=^Bn.
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Given (2), (c) implies that tp(t) = y/(t) for t £ [t0 - ôx, tQ + ôx].  Now let

0 < ô' < S be the largest number so that y/\[to~ô', to+S'] = (p([to~S', to+à']).
By applying the existence portion of the present theorem we can extend both

ip and tp to the end points to - S' and io + ¿' which contradicts the definition

of Ô'.   Q.E.D.

Now we turn to the question of dependence on parameters and initial condi-

tions.

Theorem 3.2. Let E and F be sequentially complete bornological spaces, ô > 0,

1 = (to - ô, to + ô), U ç E, T ç F be open subsets, x0 € C, y0 £ T, and
suppose that f:IxUxT^>E is a C2 mapping. Let 38 (resp. fë) be a

C-{x0} = {w-x0: u £ U} (resp. Z-{y0}) system of generators of the bounded

sets in E (resp. F), suppose that for each pair B £ 38, Ce? there exists a

sequence Bx, ... , Bk, ... of bounded disks in E so that if \t - z0| < S, then
ô ôm

x£Xo + B + -Bx+-+—BmçU,       y£C,
1! ml

implies

y^(t,x,y)BkCBk+x,        f(t,B,C)CBx

and YJq>n(Sq/q\)Bq converges to 0 in E¡ for some I £ 38. Then there exist

open neighborhoods Co ç C of xo and Z0 ç Z of yo so that the function

tp: (to - à, to + S) x C0 x V0 -> E

satisfying tp(to, x, y) = x and (dtp/dt)(t, x, y) = f(t, tp(t, x, y), y) is differ-

entiable in x and y ; further, if f is C°° , then so is tp(t,x, y) at (to, xo, yo) ■

The proof of the above theorem depends on the following.

Lemma 3.1. Let E and P be sequentially complete bornological spaces U CE,
TCP open sets and let F: (tQ-S, t0 + â) x U xT -» E be C2, where ô>0.

Given xo £ U, yo £ T let Co be a bounded disk of P and B0 a bounded
disk of E so that x0 + B0 ç C, y0 + Co ç T, suppose that F((t0 - ô, t0 + S),
xo + Bq , yo + Co) c Bx and that there exists a sequence of bounded disks (B„),

n> 1, so that xo + B0 + (â/V.)Bx H-h (ô"/n\)Bn ç U for ail n ; suppose that

\t-t0\<ô, y £ y0 + Co, and x £ x0 + B + (â/l\)Bx + ■■■ + (ô"/n\)Bn implies

dF
-(t,x,y)Bn ÇBn+x

and

dx

y^ — Bq —> 0   z'zî F¡ for some l £
q>n °'

Then there exists a mapping tp: (to - â, to + S) x (xo + Bo) x (yo + Co) -» E

satisfying the differential equation

(*) tp,(t,x,y) = F(t,tp(t,x,y),y)

and tp(to, x, y) = x ; further, tp(t,x, y) is differentiable at (to, xo, y), <px £

L(EBo, E), tpx(to, xo, yo) = / is the identity; secondly, tpx(t, x, y) satisfies

the differential equation

(**) -jjr(t,xo,y0) = -^(t, q>(t,xo,yo),yo)<Px(t,xo,yo)
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and tpy £ L(Pq , E) satisfies the differential equation

¿j9y(t, xo, y0) = —(t, (p(t,xo,yo),yo)<Py(t,xo,yo)

(***) dF

Proof. As [z"o - ôx, to + ôx ], Bo, and Co are bounded, it follows from the
existence and uniqueness theorem that there exists tp(t, x, y) satisfying (*).

(dF/dx)(t, tp(t, Xo, yo), yo)(Bn) is bounded in E for \t - to\ < Sx < ô ; it
is not difficult to show that the hypotheses of the existence and uniqueness

theorem are verified for (**) and thus that there exists uniquely a solution

A(t) of (**) for \t - to\ < Sx with A(t0, Xo, yo, ot) = a. Similarly (* * *) has
a unique solution B(t, xo, yo, a) linear in a e P with B(íq, Xo, yo, a) — 0

for \t - to\ < Sx. Consider y(t) = tp(t, xx, yx) - tp(t, xo, yo), y(1) satisfies the
differential equation y'(t) = <P(Z, y(t)), where

(1) 0(z, y) = F(t, y + tp(t, xo, y0), yi) - F(t, tp(t, x0, y0), y0)-

One can easily verify that (1) satisfies the hypotheses of the existence and

uniqueness theorem, and therefore if £o is sufficiently small, there exists a

bounded disk B" so that

(2) tp(t,xx,yx)-tp(t,xo,yo) £ e0B"

for \t - t0\ < ô, xi £ x0 + soBo, y\ e yo + £oQ-

Now set

R(u) = F(u, tp(u,xx,yx),yx)-F(u, tp(u, x0, y0), y0)

- — (u, <p(u,xo,yo),yo)(y\ -yo)

dF
- -q^(u, (p(u, x0, y0), yo)(<P(u, xx,yx)-tp(u, x0,y0))-

Using the Taylor series we obtain that R(u) is in

j/Vkki {äy2"^' ^^ x°'y°^ + ^^' Xl ' y^ ~~ V^' -^o. yo). yo)

+ t(yi -yo)(yi -yo.yi -yo)

+ 2^-^(---)((>;i -yo), (p(t,xx,yx)-tp(t,Xo,yo))

+ -q^¡(-■ ■ )(<P(t, xi,yi)- tp(t, x0, yo)),

((p(t,xx,yx)-tp(t,xo,yo))
}

therefore there exists a bounded set B'" so that R(u) £ elB"' for yx -yo £ £oCo

and Xi - Xo £ fio^o • Here f\ designates the closure of the convex hull.

Now consider the differential equation

(3) ^-tô(t) = ^(t,tp(t,xo,yo),yo)à(t) + R(t);
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(3) satisfies the hypotheses of the existence and uniqueness theorem; fur-

ther, we can verify that C(t) = tp(t, xx, yx) - tp(t, x0, yo) - B(t)(yx _ ^o) -

^(i)(xi -x0) satisfies (3) with C(t0) = 0. Since R(t) £ £¿5"' where B'" is
bounded, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that there exists a bounded

K so that C(t) £ ¿qK for \t - t0\ sufficiently small and yx - yo £ £oQ
and Xi - x0 e £o-ß0; tms implies A(t) = (dtp/dx)(t, x0, y0) and B(t) =

(dtp/dy)(t,xo,yo).   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. For x0 £ U, y0 £ T, let B £ 38 , C £W . Apply the
lemma to B and C . We find a unique mapping

tp : (to - S, t0 + S) x (x0 + B) x (y0 + C) ^ U

satisfying (*). Now y/(t, x, y) = <p(t, x + x0, y + yo) is differentiable at

(to, 0, 0) when viewed as a map from (to-ô, to + S)x B x C to U where B

(resp. C) is viewed as the unit ball in the Banach space EB (resp. Ec). As

B and C are arbitrary elements in systems of generators of the bounded sets

of E and P respectively, it follows that tp is differentiable at (t, xo, yo) in

an open set contained in

(t-ô,t + ô)xx0+ [J B xy0+ (J C.
b&a C€W

Theorem 3.3. Let E and F be sequentially complete bornological spaces, E' ç

E, F' ç F open subsets. Suppose f:E'xF'xE^F is a C2 map linear in

E. Suppose that for each (x, y) £ E' x F' and each pair (a, b) £ E x E that

the map

(a,b)^ —(x, y, a ; b) + — (x, y, a; f(x, y, b))

is symmetric in (a, b).
Further, suppose that given xo £ E', yo £ F' there exists a system of gener-

ators of the bounded sets of E (resp. F) 38 (resp. W) so that B £ 38 (resp.

C £ W) implies xo + B ç E' (resp. yo + C ç F'), and that there exists a

sequence of bounded disks Cn ç F so that

(1) f(xo + B,y0 + C,B)çCx,
(2) y0 + C + (l/V.)Cx+--- + (\/n\)CnçF' and

y~ (xo + B, yo + C + jyCx + ■ ■ ■ + -^Cn ,B;Cn\c Cn+X

(3) there exists a bounded disk D ç F so that D„ = Z)í>«(i/íf0Q Ç F),

with yo + D c F' converges to 0 in Fd ■

Then there exist open neighborhoods U of Xo in Ex and V of y o in Fx and

a unique C2-mapping a: U x V —► F so that a(xo, y) = y and Dxa(x, y) =

f(x,a(x,y)).

Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose xo = yo = 0. Set g(t, y, x)

— f(tx, y ; x). g(t, y, x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 where ó =

1. Set g(t, y) = g(t, y, x). Setting Bn = Cn in fact by a small change in 38

and W we may suppose S > 1 in Theorem 3.2; thus the solution to

(ß) y'(t) = g(t,y(t))
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exists for 0 < t < 1. Set a(x, y) = h(\) where h(t) is the unique solution of

(ß) so that h(0) = y . h(t) = tp(t, y, x), x £ eB, y £ eC, where

tpt(t,y,x) = g(t, tp(t,y,x),x),

and tp(0, y, x) = y ; thus, a(x, y) is C2 in x and y. Now, a(0,y) = y,

since at the parameter x = 0, g = 0; further, Dxa(x, y) = D3çz(l, y, x) =

B(\).
Consider k(t) = B(t) - tf(tx, tp(t, y, x), x), we have k(0) = 0, and k(t)

satisfies the linear differential equation

j-k(t) = D2f(tx,tp(t,y,x), k(t); x)

which implies that k(t) = 0 so that k(l) = 0 which gives

Dxa(x,y) = 5(1) = F(x, tp(\, y, x)) = f(x,a(x,y)).   Q.E.D.

4. Infinite dimensional Lie groups

In this section we define infinite dimensional Lie groups modeled on complete

Hausdorff locally convex vector spaces, their Lie algebras, and establish some

elementary relationships between these groups and their Lie algebras.

An infinite dimensional Lie group is a topological group G together with a

manifold structure modeled on a locally convex topological space compatible

with the underlying topology on G so that multiplication and inversion define

C°° smooth maps G x G —> G and G -* G.
We shall consider in this paper a subcategory of the category of infinite di-

mensional Lie groups; namely, the category of Lie groups where the underlying

manifold is modeled on a sequentially complete bornological space.

We shall restrict our considerations to C°° manifolds.

Definition 4.1. A bornological manifold, modeled on a collection Ea , a £ A,

of bornological spaces, is a Hausdorff topological space X which is locally

homeomorphic to an open subset of some Ea, a £ A (i.e., for each x £ M

there exists an open neighborhood of x in X and a homeomorphism tpv:U —►

Ea{U) f°r some a). When a collection {C, fu} of such homeomorphisms is

such that the C 's form a covering of X and the compatibility condition:

(*) <pvo<p-x:tpu(Unv)^<pv(unv)

is a C°° homeomorphism is satisfied we say that the collection tpy: U —> Ea(U)

forms a smooth atlas.

A smooth manifold is a manifold together with an equivalence class of smooth

atlases; two atlases are said to be equivalent when the union of the two atlases

satisfy (*).
We may now follow Lang to define the tangent bundle to M, TM which

is a C°° smooth manifold so that the canonical projection n: TM -»M isa

C°° smooth map.
As usual a C°° map s: M -► TM so that (nos)(x) = x is called a smooth

vector field.
Following Milnor we define an action of smooth vector fields, r°°(M), on

M on the space of smooth functions from M to a bornological vector space
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Y, C°°(M, Y), as follows: given v £ V°°(M) and / £ C°°(M, Y) define

f<v: M -> Y by (f<v)(x) = f'(x)(v(x)) £ Tf(x)Y =* Y. The bracket is
characterized by

f <[v, w] = (f <v) <w - (f <w) <v

and is bilinear with [v , v] = 0 and satisfies the Jacobi identity

[u, [v , w]] + [v , [w , «]] + [w,[u, v]] = 0.

A topological Lie algebra L over the reals or complex is a topological vector

space together with a continuous bilinear product [ , ] so that [a, a] — 0 for

a£L and [a, [ß, y]] + [ß, [y, a]] + [y, [a, ß]] = 0.

To every Lie group G can be associated a topological Lie algebra "§ by taking

the right invariant vector fields on G, v(g) £ TgG so that dR^v(g) = v(gh)

where Rh : G -* G is given by Rn(g) = gh .
The main purpose of this section is to prove Lie's second theorem for a class

of Lie groups modeled on complete bornological spaces large enough to include

all of the examples of the introduction.

Definition 4.2. Given a Lie group G modeled on a complete bornological space

& the manifold structure on G gives a local trivialization of the tangent bundle

TG at e £ G over a coordinate neighborhood of G at e say (U, tp) where

tp(e) = 0£&'. Identify (Z|C)e with tp(U)x2/ by means of tp . Now, in general

a right invariant vector field ¿; over C with respect to this trivialization will

define a nonconstant C°° function Xt: U —> 2?. We say that the Lie group G

is nice when there exists a çz(C)-system of generators of the bounded sets of

2? ,38 , so that given any pair B , C £ 38 there exists a sequence of bounded

sets in g?, Cn , n > 1, and so that

(1) X((C) ç Cx, for Ç £ B ;
(2) C + Cx + --- + (l/n\)CncU; Z)xAr{(C + (l/l!)C, +--- + (1/«!)C„ ; Cn) ç

C„+,, for £ £ B ;
(3) there exists a positive integer p and Z) e ^ so that Z>„ = Y,q>n(\/q\)Cq

ç D for n > p converges to 0 in Fd (see Definition 1.3).

Firstly, we shall show that the examples of the introduction are nice Lie

groups.

Proposition 4.1. Banach-Lie groups are nice.

Proof. Let G be a Banach-Lie group and %? its Lie algebra. By continuity

there exists a neighborhood of 0, S¡A0) ç tpJJ, 0 < Sx < S2 < 1/2, so that
ll^^iMII < ¿2 when y ,Ç £ Sst(0) ; we may also suppose by continuity that

\\Xi(y)\\ <Sx/$forcl,y£ S£(0), where 0 < £ < ôx/&. Now take 38 = {SE(0)} .
By straightforward calculation (l)-(3) are satisfied.

Corollary 1. Let G,■, i £ I, be an inverse system of Banach-Lie groups so that

(gi)"
(a) for i < j the induced maps ê?j  -^  ^ are compact injective operators,

where gj : G¡ —» G¡ are the canonical maps.

(b) there exists charts tpi: C, -» S?¡ at e £ G¡ so that U¡ = (g\)~x(Ui) and
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so that the following diagram

g'
Uj      -*♦      U,

commutes for i < j.
(c) given any bounded set B ç 2? = lim g?¡, there exists M¡ > 0 so that for

each £ = (&) £ B, WDX^yAW < Mt foíaJl y = (y,) £ U.
Then lim G¡ is a nice Lie group.

Proof. Let fL: 1™ ^ -* &j (resp. Oy: nm ^» ~* ̂ ') De the canonical map.

Given any chart (W ,x¥) at e€ lim C7,, there exists j £ I and a chart (U, tp)

at e £ Gj so that fT"'^) - ^ • Let e > 0 De chosen for Gj as in Proposi-

tion 4.1 and let ^ be the set of all bounded subsets of lim 2?i contained in

Uj\Se(0)).   Q-E.D.

As a consequence of Corollary 1, we have

Corollary 2. Let G be a Banach-Lie group and M a compact manifold, the

C°°(M, G) = lim„C"(M, (?) is a nice Lie group.

Proposition 4.2. Let M be a compact C°° manifold, then Diff°°(yV/) isa nice

Lie group.

Proof. Designate by 3°°(M) the Lie algebra of C°° vector fields on M with

the C°° topology; it is well known that 3°°(M) is canonically isomorphic to

the Lie algebra of DifT°(Af) .Let (C, tp) be a chart at e £ Diff°°(M), so that
tp(U) = 3°°(M)nSx(0), where S¡(0) ç DX(M) is an e > 0 ball for Cx norm

in the Banach space of C1 vector fields on M. Now given £ e 3°°(M) locally

we have X((a>) = f(to, Ç) where to £ U ç Diff°°(M) and

(*) f(to, a)(x) = (exp~* oexp)»a(tu(x)),        x£M,

so that /(«,{) e 3°°(M); that is, /(•,£): U -* 3°°(M). From (*) the
chain rule gives that DmX^ defines a continuous map from 3e0(M) to 3°°(M)

where we suppose 3°°(M) c3"(M) has the C" norm, zz > 2, 31" (M) being

the Banach space of C" vector fields; there exists constants M„ > 0 so that

\\DwXs(to;ß)\\n<Mn\\ß\\n.

The constants M„ depend continuously at 0 on the C"+x norm of £ and

the Riemannian structure on M from which the Riemannian exponential, exp,

is defined. Now let us recall that a set B ç 3°°(M) is bounded when there

exist constants Nn > 0 so that f £ B implies ||/||„ < N„ where || ||„ is the

C" norm.

Let 0 < 62 < 5X < 1/2 be so that eN ■ ôx < e/2 where \\DwX((to; ß)\\x <

N\\ß\\x for HÍII2 < ó2, to £ U = tp'x(3°a(M)nSx(0)); we may suppose

S2 small enough so that ||£||2 < ô2 also implies that H^Sj^O))!! < fi/8.

Now let 38 be the collection of all bounded disks of 3°°(M) contained in

Sj2(0) where Sj (0) is the open S2 ball in 32(M) for the C2 norm. Define

Cx = (jieB Xç(C), B, C £38 , suppose Lx, ... ,Ln, ...  are nonnegative real
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numbers so that f £ Cx implies ||/||„ < L„ , and suppose \\DwX^(to; )\\„ < Mn

for £ e B. Set E(x) = ex, x £ R and set £„ = E(M„). Let D = {X £
3°°(M): \\X\\„ < LnKn} + C. It follows that the conditions of being nice are

satisfied for Diff°°(A/).

Proposition 4.3. The Campbell-Hausdorff group H generated by a finite set X

is nice.

Proof. Let the chart at the identity e = 0, H = %? = Yí, V¡: > where %? is the

free Lie algebra generated by X (see Example 4.4) be given by the identity

map. Now

(1) X((a>) = dRta(Z) = jf + K, a>]/2- l(°' % ffl11 -■■■ ,

F-co(g) = go) is right multiplication in //. Here the dots "••• " stand for

that part of the Campbell-Hausdorff series for t\, to having only one £ term.

Since ß? is a graded Lie algebra with the Cartesian product topology, this series

converges to a continuous linear map %? —> %?, which is the derivative of right

multiplication by w in the Campbell-Hausdorff group H, thus

(2) Dórica; o) = K,o]/2+ •••

where, " •• • " represent multiple brackets of order > 2.

With (1) and (2) as above we have the axioms (l)-(3) of Definition 4.2.

Definition 4.3. A nice Lie group is called perfect when, with respect to the canon-

ical coordinate system (U, tp) of the definition of niceness (see Definition 4.2),

we have a neighborhood Co of the identity with Cq ç C so that tp(Uo) eg?

is a convex open neighborhood of the origin and so that given any pair a £ Co

and 0 < la < 1 we have that there exists a ç)(Co)-system of generators 38 so

that B £ £8 , and h £ B implies

(**)    (Dx(tp oRaotp-x)h- Dx(tp o Ra o tp-x)o)(B) C laDx(tp o Ra o tp-x)o(B) ;

for all B £ %? where Dx( )y is differentiation at y .

Example 4.1. Let M be a compact C°° manifold. Diff°°(yVf) is perfect. This
follows from the fact that locally at the identity with respect to the coordinates

of Proposition 4.2 right multiplication is a linear transformation.

Example 4.2. It follows from continuity considerations that Banach-Lie groups

are perfect.

Example 4.3. The Campbell-Hausdorff group is perfect. Here the chart at the

identity is the identity map on V (see Example 4 in the introduction). Let

Xa(ß) = [a, ß] and Pß(a) = [a, ß]. Let 38 be the collection of bounded

disks of V so that B £ 38 and b £ B implies Xb(B) U pb(B) Ç B ; that is,
[B, B] Ç B . 38 forms a F-system of generators of the bounded sets of V .

To show this we must show that given any bounded set B Ç V there exists a

bounded disk B ç V so that B ç B and b £ B implies Xb(B) U pb(B) ç B.
Without loss of generality we may suppose B is a closed disk. Let B' be the

set of elements made up of i length Lie products of elements of B . IJ^i B¡

is seen to be bounded because order satisfies to([a, b]) > a>(a) + co(b). Set

B = convex hull of |J~i B'. With respect to la38 = {laB: B £ 38} we have
that the Campbell-Hausdorff group is perfect.
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Example 4.4. Let G be a Banach-Lie group which has a chart at the identity

e £ G(U, tp) so that right multiplication is locally affine, and suppose M is

a compact manifold, then C°°(M, G) with the C°° topology is a perfect Lie

group.

Definition 4.4. Given a Lie group G with Lie algebra 2?, a closed Lie subalgebra

ß? which has a closed complement 3? in 2? is called admissible when there

exists a chart at e £ G, (tp, C), and a direct sum decomposition 2? = ß? + 3?

so that the composition

is an isomorphism onto %? for each x £ U where n%-:2? = ß? + 3? ^> ß? is

the canonical projection; further, we suppose that the map <J>: C —> L(ß?, %f)

given by x -> i//"1 is locally strongly bounded (i.e., given a bounded disk J? in

ß^ and x0 e C, there exists £ > 0 so that O(x0 + eB)(C) c%f is bounded for

every bounded Cç/, and the induced map Ô: Cx%? —> ̂ is continuous).

Theorem 4.1. Le/ G be a perfect Lie group modeled on a sequentially complete

bornological space with Lie algebra 2?, and suppose that ß? is an admissible

Lie subalgebra of 2?. Then there exists a Lie group H having ß? as its Lie

algebra and a C°° homomorphism i: H —> G so that the induced tangent map

at the identity is an isomorphism onto ß?.

Proof. Identify the Lie algebra of G, 2?, with the bornological space of smooth

right invariant vector fields of G throughout this proof. Let ß?(x) be the sub-

space of TXG made up of vectors £(x) for £ £ ß?. We may write TXG =

ß?(x) + 3f(x), where 3Í is the closed complementary subspace of ß? in

2?. Put Yl, = {JxeG^(x) and let n': X -» G be the natural projection (i.e.,

n'(Ç(x)) = x). We now make (X, n') into a vector bundle. Let (C, tp) be a

symmetric chart of G at the identity with tp(U) ç 2? an open neighborhood

of 0; now, put Ua = Ua and let ov: n'~x(U) = 1(C) -» C x &(e) be the

restriction of the bijection ay : T(U) -> C x TeG giving the bundle structure of

n: TU —► C by means of right multiplication (i.e., o~u(y) = faCy) > ̂ -^¿jOO) •

Define aUa: (n')-x(Ua)^ Uaxß?(e) by oUa = («', ¿(zrTtGoauoR~1)), ^

is such that the following diagram is commutative

(?r')-'(^)    -    CaxX(e)

where Pua is the canonical projection.

Suppose fixed a trivializing system of charts % = (Ua, (Pa)aaG with Ue = U

above, tpe = tp, and tpa: Ua ^ 2?, and put ç»a>ft = çza o ç?"1 : ç?ft(Ca n Ub) -►

tpa(Uan Ub) ; indeed, we may suppose <pa = <p ° Ra-¡ and Ca as above, so that

we obtain a C°° mapping

/*.«: 9>a(Ca n Ub) x ß?(e) -> ^(Ca n C¿) x ;r(<?)

given by /¿>fl(x, i;) = (^fc,a(x), dtpb a(x; v)). Under these conditions there

exists a unique structure of a C°° manifold on X so that zr' is C°° and so

that aVa, a £ G, are C°° diffeomorphisms making n' : X —► C7 into a vector

bundle with (Ua, tpa) as a trivializing covering.
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The injection of ß?(x) into TXG defines a smooth map from X into TG.

Before proceeding we need to verify

Lemma 4.1. The injection of the bundle X into the tangent bundle of G, TG,

can be expressed locally in a neighborhood of e £ G in the form of an exact

sequence

O^U x V xß"(e)^U x Vx(ß"(e)+3T(e)),

where 3f(e) is the complementary space to ß?(e) in 2?, where U ç ß?(e)

and V ç 3Z(e)  are open neighborhoods of the origin, where t(u,v,h) =

(u, v, h, f(u, v ; h)), f:UxVx ß?(e) —> 3f(e) being a smooth mapping

linear in h.

Proof of lemma. It suffices to show that the mapping <I>: X|C —> X|C given by

0(a) = dRK(a)(<l>(n(a))(dRK(a)-i(a)))

is a smooth bundle automorphism, where <P(7t(a)): ß? -* ß? is the isomor-

phism given by Definition 4.4. This would follow from a verification that

0:[/x/^/ is a C°° map. The mapping ip: U x ß* -» ß? given by

y/(x, a) = n#(Xa(x)), a £ ßi", is clearly C°° .

Let ip(x) £ L(ß? ,ß?) be defined by y/(x)(a) = y/(x; a) and define Rx(h) £
L(ß?,ß?) by Rx(h)(a) = ip(x + h)(a) - y(x)(a) - ipx(x; a, h) ; it is now

straightforward to verify that

y/~x(x + h) - ip~x(x)

= -y/~x(x) o y/x(x; •; h) o ip~x(x) - tp~x(x) o Rx(h) o tp-x(x)

+ y/~x(x + h) o [y/x(x;-;h)oy/-i(x) + Rx(h) o y/-x(x)]2.

As <P in Definition 4.4 is "strongly bounded" it follows that w~l(x) is C°°
with Dxy/~x(x; a; h) = -y/~x(x, Dxy/(x; ip~x(x; a); h)).   Q.E.D.

The image of the sections of X in the sections of TG is closed under the

bracket operations of the C°° vector fields of G. To see this, define R: G x

ß?(e) —» TG by R(g, a) — DRg(e; a), a section of X can be represented

by V(g) = R(g, f(g)) where /:(/-» ß?(e) is a smooth C°° function. Let

tp(g) = R(g, h(g)) be a second section of X by a straightforward calculation

we have that

[¥, tp](g) = R(g, [f(g), h(g)]) + R(g, f'(g ; h(g))) - R(g, h'(g ; f(g))).
In the preceding, the Lie algebra structure on ß?(e) is transported there by

means of the bijection ß? —> ßf(e) given by x —» x(e). We deduce that the

C°° function f:U xV x ß?(e) -> 3?(e) of Lemma 4.1 satisfies that

(a, b) ^ df/dx(x, y; a; b) + df/dy(x, y, a; f(x, y; b))

is symmetric in (a, b). Now by construction f(u, v; a) — 7ix°X^u<v^a)(u, v),

where X^uv^a)(u, v) is defined as in Definition 4.2, and n^:2? —> 3Ï is the

canonical projection. It is now easy to see that f(x, y ; a) satisfies Conditions

( 1 )-(3) of Theorem 3.3; therefore, there exists a : U x V —► V so that a(0, y) =

y and Dxa(x, y) = f(x, a(x, y)). Now let Z,(C x V) ç T(U x V) be the
subbundle of vectors tangent to C , by construction the mapping A: U x V —>

U x V given by A(u, v) = (u, a(u, v)) defines by partial differentiation in u

a mapping TXA: TX(U x V) —► T(U x V) which maps isomorphically onto the

image of X in TG. This shows that the bundle X is locally integrable.

Before proceeding to the global situation we need
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Lemma 4.2. Let G be a perfect Lie group with Lie algebra 2? and suppose ß?

is an admissible Lie subalgebra of 2? with 3Í as its closed complement in 2?.

Then there exists a chart (U, p) so that p(U) = UxxVx at e = p~x (0,0) £ G,

where Ux ç ß?, Vx ç 3? are open neighborhoods of the origin and an open

neighborhood W = p~x(Uo x V0) ç p~x(Ux x Vx) of the identity with W2 ç
p~x(Ux x Vx) so that

Ag(u) = nuMB-Ap-'A-1^ x 0)))),        g £ p~x(Uo x 0),

definesa C°° diffeomorphism from some open neighborhood of the origin in Co

onto an open neighborhood of nux (p(g)) in Ux.

Proof. Observe that DAg(0) = y/g: ß? -> ß? of Definition 4.4 is an isomor-

phism.

To show that there exists a neighborhood 5 of 0 in Co so that Ag\S is a

diffeomorphism onto some open neighborhood of origin, it suffices to observe

that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied since G is perfect.   Q.E.D.

We now give a new topology £T to G : A subset C of G will be called open

if it is the union of sets of the form 8? = {Rg(p~x(A(to x 0))), where to c Co

is an open neighborhood of 0 in ß?). To show that this is a topology it suffices

to show that Rgl (p~x(A(tox x 0))) n Rg(p~x(A(to2 x 0))) is a union of sets in

To see this it suffices to prove

C = p-x(A(tox x 0))nRg(p-x(A(to2 x 0)))

is a union of sets in &~ ; because of Lemma 4.2, the uniqueness part of Theorem

3.3 gives our result. Let H be a connected component of this topological space

containing e £ G. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 that H is a

manifold with y/g(to) — Rg(p~x(A(to, 0))) as a chart at g.

Now Rgx(h) — hg~x maps connected components of y to connected com-

ponents of y, thus H is a group modeled on %? ; because of Lemma 4.2
multiplication and inversion are C°° . As H is an integral manifold of X, it

follows that H is a Lie subgroup of G with ß? as its Lie algebra.

Now let us end by giving three examples which satisfy the hypotheses of

Theorem 4.1.

Examples, (a) The C°° divergence free vector fields and C°° locally Hamilto-

nian vector fields form admissible subalgebras of the Lie algebra of Diff°° (M)

where M is a compact C°° manifold without boundary.

(b) Banachable Lie subalgebras with a closed complement in the Lie algebra

of a perfect Lie group are admissible.

We are now in a position to indicate the proof of a result of importance for

representation theory (see [16, Part II]). It is easy to see that

Lemma 4.3. The finite Cartesian product of perfect Lie groups is perfect.

Proposition 4.4. Let Gx and G2 be perfect Lie groups with Lie algebras 2?x and

2?2 respectively. Suppose that there exists a continuous Lie algebra homomor-

phism ^:2?x -*2*2. The graph of Ç ç g?x x 2?2 is an admissible subalgebra where

2?i x 2?2 is considered as the Lie algebra of GxxG2.
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Proof. As £ is continuous the graph of £ is closed in 2?x x2?2. It follows that

the graph of £ is linearly homeomorphic to 2?x. (0, 2?2) is a closed complement

to graph (£) in 2?xx2?2.
Let (C, q) and (V, ß) be charts at e £ Gx and e £ G2 with respect to

which the perfect structure is established. (U x V, a x ß) establishes a perfect

structure for Gx x G2. As £ is continuous the graph of £ is a closed Lie

subalgebra of 2?x x2?2. Given (£1, £2) E^x^, -Y(íl ,¿2) is just A^ x XÍ2

with respect to the product coordinate system. As Rg:2?x -> Z^Gi is a linear

homeomorphism, g £ Gi, the condition of admissibility is satisfied.

It follows that there exists a Lie subgroup G of Gx x G2 having the graph of

£ as its Lie algebra. G has a neighborhood of the identity which is the image

of some open subset UoQU, where U ç Gx is a neighborhood of the identity

under a map zz —> (zz, f(u)), where / solves a Frobenius type problem. Thus

the projection defines a local isomorphism from G to Gx.

By classical reasoning the local inversion of C extends to a homomorphism

h from Gi to G when Gx is simply connected. nc2h: Gx -* G2 is the unique

homomorphism inducing £ : ^1 —> 2?2.

Corollary 1. Let G be a perfect simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra

2?. Then there exists a canonical one-one correspondence between continuous

representations of 2? into the bounded linear endomorphisms of a Hubert space

H, B(H), and the smooth homomorphisms of 2? into the bounded linear auto-

morphisms of H, A\\t(H).

Corollary 2. Suppose Gx and G2 are simply connected perfect Lie groups whose

Lie algebras are continuously isomorphic. Then Gx and G2 are smoothly iso-

morphic.
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